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“Heartbreaking” 
President Barack Obama visits firefighters and views damage to the Mountain Shadows neighborhood from the Waldo Canyon fire in Colorado 
Springs. “We’ve got to make sure that we have each other’s backs,” Obama said during his visit to the fire zone. Joe Amon, The Denver Post

colorado springs - standing among the charred remains of the 

neighborhood hardest hit by the Waldo canyon fire, a stunned president 

Barack obama on Friday told the same firefighters who days earlier had 

fought to contain the flames and their devastation that the families whose 

homes they saved — and the rest of the country — are in their debt.

“For those families, the work and the sacrifice of those firefighters 

means the world to them,” obama said later during a speech outside a 

colorado springs fire station.

“They are genuine heroes.”

obama flew to colorado on Friday afternoon, just hours after he desig-

nated the state a federal disaster area.

He toured the Mountain shadows neighborhood — where more than 

one-third of the 347 homes burned by the Waldo canyon fire were located 

President praises sense of community, firefighters’ efforts
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Tim Bigman was 
among 19 firefighters 
of Bighorn 209, a hand 
crew fromMontana, 
checking for hot spots 
by Cedar Heights road 
in theWaldo Canyon on
Friday, Colo. Hyoung 
Chang, The Denver Post

— as well as a fire station and a red cross evacuation shelter.

as his motorcade made its way into Mountain shadows, it passed 

stretches of charred grass and homes burned to the ground, with water 

shooting from melted pipes. Burned-out cars sat in driveways. Every-

where, fences were torn down and thrown into the street. smoke was vis-

ible from the area around Blodgett peak to the north. The only people to 

be seen were firefighters and other emergency personnel.

“The devastation is enormous,” obama said afterward.

But he noted that it’s in a crisis that america comes together.

“We’ve got to make sure that we have each other’s backs,” obama said. 

“and that spirit is what you’re seeing in terms of volunteers, in terms of 

firefighters, in terms of government officials. Everybody is pulling togeth-

er to try to deal with this situation.”

obama asked gov. John Hickenlooper earlier in the week about coming to 

the area to see the damage and to personally show support to the firefighters, 

evacuees and the rest of colorado.

The visit was not without its critics. some said it would divert resources 

from fighting the fire — which Hickenlooper and colorado springs Mayor 
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steve Bach insisted would not be the case — while others 

said obama was using his office and the fire to make a high-

profile stop in a battleground state in a tight election year.

and while there’s no doubt the visit demonstrated 

one of the political benefits of incumbency, Bach and 

U.s. rep. doug lamborn — both republicans — said 

they appreciated that the president came.

“it was more than a photo op for him. He clearly wanted 

to say to the people, the firefighters, ‘This matters, and the 

country has your back.’ That means a lot,” Bach said. “Yes, 

it is election season, but this is a conservative county not 

likely to vote for him. so the fact he would come into this 

bastion of conservatism shows me a lot. i’m very thankful.”

lamborn, typically one of obama’s biggest critics, 

said he gave the president “a heartfelt thank you.”

“i told him i appreciated his concern for colorado 

springs and for colorado,” he said.

lamborn said after the visit that more planes used to 

drop fire retardant will be coming to colorado from the 

East and West coasts.

The federal-disaster designation means colorado will 

receive disaster- unemployment assistance and crisis counseling, said FEMa 

spokesman Jerry Felice. Hickenlooper has submitted a request for a major 

disaster declaration that would include additional programs, as well as state-

wide hazard mitigation, but that request is still under review, Felice said.

lamborn and U.s. sen. Michael Bennet flew to colorado with obama 

aboard air Force one. They were met on the tarmac by Bach; Hicken-

looper; U.s. sen. Mark Udall; rich Harvey, incident commander for the 

Waldo canyon fire; and Jerri Marr, forest supervisor for the pike and san 

isabel forests, among others.

Bach rode through the city in the same vehicle as obama, passing 

crowds that lined the sidewalks in some areas. along garden of the gods 

road, a pair of children held a sign that read, “save colorado.”

as they drove into Mountain shadows, Bach said, the mood in their 

vehicle was somber. obama was “very taken by what he saw.”

along Majestic drive, now a line of blackened foundations with an oc-
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President Barack 
Obama visits a YMCA 
shelter that is housing 
Waldo Canyon fire 
evacuees in Colorado 
Springs on Friday. 
The shelter is being 
operated by the Red 
Cross with services 
provided by Catholic 
Charities and the 
Salvation Army. Joe 
Amon, The Denver Post

casional home still standing, the president got out to speak with and thank 

firefighters. at Fire station 9 a short time later, he did the same.

at his final stop of the day, the southeast YMca Family center, obama 

was greeted by cheers from the crowd of about 40 volunteers and evacuees.

“You guys are making us proud and are a great source of inspiration,” 

he told volunteers.

denise locke, whose family of five was evacuated from the air Force 

academy, said they came to the shelter to have lunch. When they heard 

the president was coming, they stayed.

on Tuesday night, locke said, a helicopter pilot circled her neighbor-

hood five or six times, dumping water he had scooped out of a reservoir.

“He actually put the fire out and saved our homes,” locke said. “it’s a 

blessing. He was not giving up.”

locke said having the president here was “awesome.”

“i know that everybody’s bashing him … but whatever,” she said. “it 

means a lot to know we’re not just getting pushed by the wayside. He 

knows homes are lost, and he’s just out here to say, ‘Hey, i know homes are 

lost, and we’re doing what we can to help.’ ”


